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From AMW to Zoche and every interesting design in between 

ith the acceptance by the 
Federal Aviation Adminis
tration of new, simplified 

certification requirements for 
Primary and Very Light Aircraft 

• 
categories, a number of manu-
facturers are considering the pro
duction of new-design light
planes for an eager, growing, 
worldwide market. The catch is, 
nobody knows how simplified 
the process is until somebody 
tries it. A nervous waiting game 
prevails now, with would -be 
players caught between the fears 
of betting the farm and missing 
the boat. When the plunge is 
taken (and it will be), there is no 
lack of intriguing hardware that 
could flood into the general avia-
tion fleet. : 

A lot of attention now focuses 
on interesting powerplants that 
have so far shown up only in 
some homebuilt aircraft. But 
given the opportunity, a few are 
poised to enter the mainstream. ~ ; 

Rotax 914 1 

This diminutive 74-cubic-inch 
flat four, which now is nearing 
production, is built by a sub
sidiary of Bombardier,· the Mon-· ·. 

: treal,· Quebec-based conglomer~.6 . 
ate whose holdings include four ~ , 

f other aviation firms: Short Broth:..s ~1. ,, 
ers, Canadair, de Havilland, and 
Learjet. Rotax builds thousands 

' of engines per year that wind up ... 
· .. in snowmobiles, homebuilt' air- ·\, 

- craft, motorgliders, and various · 
' ' ;~~ ,\. ' .~ 4',, .'i ___ ...;..._ __ ..;;__ ___ __,;; __ . " ' 
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Automotive engines like the 
ultralights worldwide. Toyota Lexus V-B may parts count half that of a conventional 

Measuring less than 2 X 2 X 1.5 hold promise for four-stroke engine, the liquid-cooled 
feet with accessories and integral aviation applications. Dyna-Cam generates 210 hp at 2,000 
reduction drive, it's about half the vol- -------------- rpm and a whopping 650 foot-pounds 
ume and weight of a Lycoming 0-235, of torque at 1,200 rpm. One test 
while producing virtually the same O Dy.· C t t engine has amassed nearly 4,000 
horsepower: 115 at sea level for three ne na- am es hours and is still showing full com-
minutes . Moreover, it is modestly engi,ne has amassed pression and excellent running char-
boosted by a small turbocharger with acteristics. 
automatic wastegate, and it can deliv- nearly 4,000 hours Originally conceived by the late Dr. 
er 100 hp, continuously, all the way up . and is still showing Karl Herrmann and refined by the 
to about 16,500 feet. father /son team of Ed and Dennis 

Using a combination of liquid cool- full Compression. Palmer, the engine was fully certified 
ing for the cylinder heads and air and ______________ by the Civil Aeronautics Administra-
oil cooling for the rest of the engine, tion (forerunner of the FAA) for air
the Rotax 914 apparently needs no Colorado Springs, Colorado 80904; craft and helicopters in 1960. 
fuel enrichment cooling. Its specific telephone 719/632-4959. The engine then sat on the shelf for 
fuel consumption is listed at .4 pound Dyna-Cam 25 years while the owners looked in 
per horsepower per hour, which trans- While this design has languished vain for a large, mainstream licensee. 
lates to cruise consumption under 5 somewhat in recent years, suffering Recently, it was resurrected and 
gallons per hour. • from the universal slump in aviation installed in a Piper Arrow in which it 

The 914's projected price tag of capital invesnnent, many feel it never- has completed more than two years of · 
$10,000 is little more than half that of theless has too many good features to - proving flights . . , _., . . .r•·,, ~, ... . v 

the normally aspirated 0-235, so it be ignored much longer. Its six dou- The Dyna-Cam's 16-inch diameter 
could power some very capable future hie-acting pistons and 12 combustion (excluding radiator), 30'0'-:pound 
two-seaters. Several hundred copies of chambers are arrayed around and par- weight, low specific fuel consumption 
the 80-hp Model 912-its non-turbo allel to the propeller shaft. A two- (.4 pound/horsepower/hour), and vir
cousin-have already been delivered lobed sinusoidally ground drive cam tually vibration-free running cap the 

~ · to reportedly happy ~ustomers. on the shaft absorbs power via rollers impressive list of attributes that would 
. .....,1For information, contact: LEAF; in the pistons to provi4,e a four-s!foke .. ~eem~to add up to a forward techno
Incorporated, 331 South 14th Street, cycle with each revolution.-With a ·,.'{tJogical•move:,Bold capitalists{are 

,- ' • ~-• - ii . . p,...,. • ,. ·" c. ;._ ..;" :- '.,.r. r ~ ~ ~ 
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requested to contact Dennis Palmer 
(he 's making a public stock offering) 
at 105 North Irena, Number 1, Redon
do Beach, California 90277; telephone 
' 10/543-2917. 

CanadianAirmotive "CAM 100" 
A large amount of m arket research 
and the detailed preparation of a busi
ness plan preceded the development 
and introduction of this engine, which 
targets the niche once occupied by the 
Continental 0 -200. Though uncerti
fied at present, it h as completed the 
Federal Aviation Regulations Part 22 
endurance test with no problems and 
has completed several hundred hours 
of flight in 11 aircraft. 

With about the same installed 
weight as the 0-200, it has less frontal 
area and has demonstrated substan
tial improvements in smoothness, 
quietness, and economics. Cruise fuel 
bum is said to be about 3 gph (30 per
cent better than the 0-200}. 

Based upon the extremely success
ful and reliable Canadian-built (from 
1984 to 1987} Honda Civic engine of 
1,488-cubic-centimeter displacement, 
it 's a remanufactured, aluminum, 
four-cylinder in-line with overhead 
cam and 12-valve head, rated (conser
vatively} at 100 hp. Modifications for 

;raft use include: a re- profiled 
camshaft, an easily inspected open 
cog-belt reduction drive (2,500 maxi
mum propeller rpm}, dual electronic 
ignition, slightly increased operating 
clearances, carburetor heat, and a 
lightweight, direct-drive alternator. 
Engine and drive carry initial TBOs of 
700 and 1,000 hours respectively, 
which are expected to at least double 
with field experience. 

, 

The time may have come for the 
long-languishing Dyna-Cam 

. . . (right and below) if 
funding can be found. 

• 

A possible powerplant replacement 
for many light airplanes is 
the CAM 100 (above), which 

sips about 3 gph. 

Th e CAM 100 is available now to 
homebuilders and will likely be certi
fied if market forces warrant it. Pur
chase price is U.S. $5,895, f.o.b . Delta, 
British Columbia, Factory. 

Contact: Canadian Airmotive, 7400 
Wilson Avenue, Delta, British Colum
bia, Canada V4G l ES; telephone 
604/940-9378. 

Geschwender Ford 
Fred Geschwender, perhaps the 
granddaddy of modern automotive 
conversions, has been at it since 1973. 
His latest project is designed to 
replace the venerable 600-hp Pratt & 
Whitney Rl340 with a big Ford V-8. 
The conversion is intended primarily 
for agp la n es. The huge, 638-cubic
inch aluminum Ford Motorsport 
engine makes 620 hp at 4,900 rpm. 
With speed reduced and torque multi-

plied by Geschwender's 
.well-proven Hy-Vo chain 
drive, the propeller is twist-
ed at 1,650 rpm with a force . <
of 1,790 foot-pounds. Other 

, features include: lower cost 
both to buy and to rebuild, 
lighter weight, better fuel 
effi ciency, and far lower 
frontal area than the big, 
old Pratt. It is currently fly
ing in an Air Tractor 
AT-401 agplane ,workhorse 
in which it reportedly has ·. 

"" ; 

~ demonstrated its_ ability to . 
- , 
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take maximum loads in 
stride. 

Ag operators, warbird
replica builders, and other 
power-hungry individual s 
can contact Geschwender at 
6010 Thornton Drive, Num
ber 1118, Lincoln, Nebraska 
68512; telephone 402 /761-
2322, 423-7942. 

Mosler 
Mosler Motors, Incorporated, 
produces a respected line of 
two- and four-cylinder en
gines for ultralights and small 
kitplanes like the Avid Flyer 
and Kitfox. Like its European 
competitor, Limbach, Mosler 
engines share little with their 
VW progenitor. All recipro
cating and rotating parts are 
specially manufactured, and 
the cases are extensively 
reworked to, among other things, 
accept a much beefier crank with a 
double-size drive-end bearing. 

Ranging from 40 to 82 hp, all 1993 
models develop rated power at 3,200 
rpm with a 3,400-rpm redline and the 
advantages of direc t drive. Mosler 
claims its engines provide more thrust 
than similarly powered, geared com
petition. Complete dominance of the 
1991 and 1992 European Ultralight 
Championships b y Moslers seems to 
bear this out. 

Contact: Mosler Motors, Incorpo
rated, 140 Ashwood Road, Henderson
ville, North Carolina 28739; telephone 
704/692-7713. • 

The big Geschwender Ford 
V-8 could replace the venerable 

Pratt & Whitney R1340. 

Mosler claims its 
engi,nes provide more 
thrust than similarly 

powered, geared 
competition. 

( 

nology, this compact, 242-cubic-inch 
jewel makes extensive use of light
weight alloys in the block, the twin
cam heads, and many other parts
even down to the valve lifters. Its five 
main bearings are located with no less 
than six bolts each to produce an 
exceptionally strong and rigid lower 
end. Using an efficient 10.1:1 com
pression ratio and four inclined valves 
per cylinder, it makes 250 hp and 260 
foot-pounds of torque without break
ing a sweat. 

For further details, you might try 
checking with the CIA 

No-NameV-8 
Toyota 

This giant automaker has 
been making tentative moves 
into general aviation for 
some time, having acquired 
some fixed-base operations 
in Japan and one in Long 
Beach, Cali fornia , and, 
among other projects, testing 
an aircraft variant of the 

This very promising engine, 
r .-;--:, .• ::: ... -=-~---=-m.~~~---::-;::;-:----;"'-:;..,""7G~~~ ::-::~,;:! ;:! t-:-, ,7J which is now flying and per-

. -• 

Mosler's diminutive engines 
are widely used in the 

ultralight and 
kitplane arenas. 

Lexus engine: , . 
,. Secrecy is near total. Fin
gers point to Mojave and 
Scaled Composites, with nei
ther confirmation nor denial. 
We do know for sure that a 
pair of Lexus V-8s have flown 
extensively on a Piper Aztec, 
while a third flies aboard a 
composite, prototype busi
ness.aircraft in the A36 Bo-• • 

. narlza class~\!,. . : r'." · • • · r · . . ' 
1AT.+1-. 1,.. ... :.-1,nn_·p rtCJP'tPr.h- " 

... . . . . 
~ItJ~\' t ,., forming superbly, has, as 

, yet, no manufacturer of 
e record. Rather, it's a product 

of the ''performance after
market industry"-hot-rod
ders, to which has been 
added appropriate aircraft 
technology. Based on Gener
al Motors' Chevrolet "small
block" V-8 engine, it has -
few-if any-Goodwrench 
parts. Its closest relative is a 
sprint-car engine with modi- -
fied, beefed-up aluminum · 
block and heads, sup·er
strong forged crankshaft, . 
and rods and pistons, r 

topped with a special valve 
train featuring stainless-steel 

· . in\ak~~yalves.p n~. exhaus1 ,' 
· valves oflnconel (turbine'"·· 

- ~J -5""... _,..,.,_ .. ...... l -- ., 
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blade material). 
With fuel injection and normal aspira

tion, the engine routinely makes more 
than 900 hp at 9,000-plus rpm with 
excellent reliability (for a race engine). 

engine rebuilds, which can be done 
for about tl1e price of one new 
Lycoming cylinder. 

To convert thi s sc reaming fire 
breather to an aircraft engine, the cam 
is re-profiled to produc·e an appropri
ate power curve, and the maximum 
horsepower is derated to about 450 at 
4,500 rpm. 

This allows the engine to operate in 
a very lightly stressed regi me at all 
times, suggesting a higl1 time between 

The propeller speed reduction unit 
(PSRU) is manufactured by Universal 
Engineering Compan)' in Winamac, 
Indiana. It's an enclosed, pressure
oiled, link-plate chain of th e Hy-Vo 
type, which is well proven over decades 
of use in heavy front-drive vehicles and 
industrial uses, such as rock-crushing 
mills, where they operate for thousands 
of hours without attention. There is 
provision for a prop governor. 

........ , - ..-...Ao A--'-, 
WALT DISNEY WORLD DOLPHIN Resort 
November 3-6 
AOPA Expo '93 brings 
you the best of two 
worlds. General aviation 
wrapped in the magic of 
WALT DISNEY WORLD• 
Resort. The latest in t----

C\J general aviation will be 
there to explore - an 
impressive selection of 
educational seminars; 
a host of exhibits; an extensive 

. array of aircraft; and fun social 'c . 
events. Here are just a few of the , ,, 
highlights: ., 

0 

. 8 ~ ' . 
• 

• Over 250 Exhibits · . • Daily Product 
• Static Aircraft Display on Demonstrations 

Resort Property • Meet the FAA 
-sc •L More than 80 Seminar Hours • Phil Boyer & 

"_. • Flexible Registration . . · 'Team Aorx 
· ~ , , Packages · , . t"'"t,; • ASF Auctio~ v~~,{ .. _ 11;_ 

..... • • ' ' .. ! .. . . '• \ ~ .. 

<D 

,.,, ... JtA.. • ' '• " • 

Come for one day and see all you can-or stay_for ilie en~e~' -.. 
· show and see it all. You'll have the time of your life. Call now 
.. to sign up for your complete registration package and take ..... ·n 

. . advantage 'of valuable discounts by registering in advance. ·--·, .. · • 
,. 
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Zoche's itnique radial diesels 
may soon be certified in 

Germany, with U.S. approval 
expected to follow: • 

The No-Name V-8 
package is smaller and 

weighs less than an 
engine with 100 fewer 

horsepower. 

Universal also markets dual-plug 
cylinder heads of aluminum. True 
duaJ ignition is achieved either with a 
single magneto in the standard dis
tributor hole plus an electronic crank
trigger ignition, or with dual crank
triggers (which requires a backup bat-
tery to achieve full duality). · 

The complete power package
including radiator-is smaller and 
weighs a bit less than the Lycoming 
ins tallation in a Piper Mirage, on 
which it ha~ a 100-hp edge. Yet the 
specific fuel consumption is so much 
better-about .37 pound/horsepow- ·· 
er / hour-that the total fuel burn is 
about the same. The engine can 
reportedly be produced for about one
third the cost of the Lycoming; so you · ~-: 
could picture an unpressurized, V-8 -~ · 
version of the Malibu selling for ; ~ 
maybe $100,000 less, offering the ~t.\t 
same cruise numbers at Warrior alti
tudes. Or you could keep the pressur~·"'·' 
ization, add modest, part-time super- : 
charging, and end up having Chey- ~~ 
enne speeds i11; the flight levels, burn
ing about 20 gph. .- ~ · , . .• , -~. · , .,. 

' : ~ ~-GegY,~Greth.
1
ofaConcord,, California."''~ 

t '.-t: · ,._ <- • -',. -.AA• --~ A~ ,.,....,. 
t'i ,,.,..,._, .. .. .. ... . ~~f ;;,..,_ ,. ~'" 
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has installed an Ellison fuel-injected 
version of this engine in his Cirru s 
VK30 in which it has performed to 
expectations so far. (The aircraft is 
currently down for a wing rebuild fol
lowing a gear-collapse incident.) 

Ray Ward of Houston, Texas, has 
flown his Triaviathon-winl)_ing BD-4 
about 140 hours with a Holly-carbu
reted version installed. Preliminary 
data gathered in the boxy, fixed-gear 
craft show a 4,000-fpm climb rate, 
210-knot cruise, and 20 miles per gal

Contact Zoche fo r more informa
tion at: Keferstrasse 13, 8000 Munchen 
40, Germany; telephone 49/8934 45 
91, fax 49/8934 24 51. 

Othe r designs bearing mention 
include the gas/ oil two-strokes made 
by AMW, Incorp orated, in Spartan
burg, South Carol ina, and by Rotax. 
They are both good, uncomplicated 
powerplants, offering small size and 
excellent power for weight. The Rotax
es are well proven (some are certified), 
and interest in the AMWs is strong 
among homebuilders. But many air-

men agree that two drawbacks sepa
rate two -strokes fro m the pack. Put 
simply, they burn a lot of fuel (30 to 50 
percent more than a comparable four
stroke), and that fuel must be blended 
with oil- daunting prospects for the 
serious cross-country flier. 

lon at 220 miles per hour. 

True aviation hardware junkies 
have been living in lean times for a 
couple of decades. Finally, the burn
ing of a lot of midnight oil by a new 
breed of pioneers is putting a glow on 
the horizon that may signal a new day. 
Stay tuned. D 

Certification has been explored, 
with initial encouragement from the 
FAA and overseas agencies. Produc
tion awaits a producer and the market. 

Zoche Aero-Diesels 
While other new designs rely upon 
complex electronic controls to achieve 
their goals of performance and relia
bility, Michael Zoche's unique, 
patented, one- or two-row, four- or 
eight-cylinder radial diesels are entire
ly mechanical, displacing not a single 
electron to make impressive power for 
their size and weight. 

The four-cylinder, 150-hp ZO OlA, 
running on Jet A or diesel fuel , dis
places just 163 cubic inches and 
weighs 185 pounds complete. By using 
a two-stroke cycle scavenged by a 
gear-driven supercharger and a tur
bocharger, it acts like a four-stroke 
with twice the displacement, making 
rated power at a propeller-compatible 
2,500 rpm. 

With full pressure, all-attitude 
crankcase oiling, a low 1,540-fpm pis

,: ton speed, and turbine inlet tempera
~· tures always unde!.1,000 degrees . 
.~ Fahrenheit, Zoche's claim of a 2,000-
[.·: hour "TBO is believable. - .. . -~-- . ~ ~; ... : -., 
• 
i\--: _,., - ; The 300-hp ZO 02A adds a second · 
: · row of cylinders to double the engine's ' 

.' displacement and horsepower, and it . 
· •. , weighs in at just 259 pounds with all 

accessories, including prop governor, 

• 
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WHY AOPA? AOPA has pioneered the 
Aircraft Title and Escrow busines.s. We 
know what it takes to get the job done. 
From financial documentation, to regis
tration, to keeping up with constantly 
changing regulatory requirements, we 
understand aircraft sales/purchase 
transactions. 

• ••• 
MAKING A TOUGH JOB EASY. An aircraft 
sale or purchase can be difficult, com
plicated, and potentially more expen-

. 
1 sive than you ever dreamed if not han
dled properly. ~ will ~ist you through 

' . . 
'

1 a smooth, infonned, and trouble-free 
transaction and eliminate surprises . 

... .: __ starter, alternator, and fuel and oil ftl- .. ; craft involved, you can be 
~ J, • ~ , ~~ ~.. ,.. 

-1,.-. ters:t· ,. .. ·· --. .. · sure that AO PA Aircraft Title · 
~{'1 .:.... ;:- • .,. ' -~ .. • • ... (I{- '·• .. '·;-ti 1 ! ( )_ ,,. .,...; ,,. ... ~ .,. ,. 

~~ef PJ·~axi~1;1m,.1_d~am~~~f.,&'fo_r : b~th._',;: -~~~ e(\.and &cl'O!_Services can meet ·-
~~ ~ng11_1ew~ lS 2~. 7.,,~_nc_het i\T_h~t_,_ with '-"'' i·- i ~it-your needs. From .. ·. ~- .,. -
·;-.1~ ~xc_ellent fuel specifics (.36 pound/ · -.:--,_· .~· · \ ~--J--3's to G IV's 
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